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To: Representative Julie Fahey, Chair, House Committee On Rules 

 

Re: HB 4024-5 – Misleading Campaign Finance Limits and Disclosure – Oppose 

 

 

What we are seeing as Oregonians, is legislators and non-profits having to focus 

more and more of their time fundraising; spending more and more money in elections 

instead of engaging the public.  Quality candidates don’t want to run for office 

because of the endless chase for money.  Money in politics is out of control. 

 

Amendment-5 does not provide for disclosure of the true funders of political ads.  The 

loopholes in Amendment 5 are so large that, in effect, the proposed referral does not 

provide for meaningful campaign finance limits.  Big money is going to continue 

driving the process. 

We deserve and expect better. 

 

What is more upsetting to me is the underhanded manner in which this legislation is 

being introduced, at the very last minute, with little to no prior notice.   I have no 

confidence that HB 4024 is indeed going to provide for meaningful campaign finance 

reform. 

 

Instead, I am conversant with Petition 9 and its limits.  The limits in Petition 9 are 

reasonable, providing for sufficient support for campaigns.  Petition 9 also makes the 

spending of campaign funds more democratic, involving local committees  in 

campaign spending efforts. 

Finally, Petition 9 provides for disclosure of the true funders of political acts and 

closes the “Bribery Clause Exception” in our statutes that allows for… bribery with 

campaign contributions. 

 

I therefore urge you to oppose bill HB4024.  Instead, refer Petition 9 to the ballot or 

don’t do anything - HB4024 is in effect an effort to sabotage grassroot efforts to put a 



lid on runaway money in politics. 

 

Thank you for your consideration, vote NO on HB-4024 

 


